Wiki formatting for box - no box

Status
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Subject
Wiki formatting for box - no box

Version
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Feature
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Description
The Wiki Help page lists `carat` a box to generate a box. But it doesn't generate a box in the WIKI entry, nor in the Help page.

Importance
5

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
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Comments

Marc Laporte 14 Jul 10 17:03 GMT-0000
It's missing in fivealive.css

Gary Cunningham-Lee 15 Jul 10 01:59 GMT-0000
The Fivealive theme is still missing a lot of style details in the middle of the page. I avoided improvising (except for a few things like tables and tabs that needed some kind of treatment from the beginning), expecting the designer, Simon, to indicate the styling, in general.
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